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Management:
Brandon Elliott, CEO
Frank Grogan, Co-founder
Kirubel Girma, CIPO
Todor Velev, CSO
Danielle Honeyman, Business Development
Chris Carter, Business Development Advisor
Warren Kritko, Business Development Advisor
Industry: FinTech
Number of Employees: 18
Bank: Wells Fargo, N.A.
Law Firm(s): Horten CC
Current Investors: $725,000
$625,000 from Seed (Angels), Personal funds
Use of Funds: Product Dev, PR, Marketing,
Regulatory/Compliance, STO/ICO Launch, etc.
Join Telegram:
(Javvy channel)

Install Javvy App:

Business Description: Delivering the first truly easy way to buy, sell, and
manage ALL major cryptocurrencies within a single, secure application.
Company Background: Javvy leadership watched and waited, since 2012,
for a comprehensive, easy solution to emerge. Since nothing viable yet
exists, Javvy seeks to deliver this missing piece for mass adoption.
Management: Brandon Elliott has decades of IT, infrastructure, &
security experience with a focus on regulatory compliance. Frank Grogan
has decades of similar expertise with a focus on HIPAA compliance.
Kirubel Girma is an ex-Microsoft developer who has a keen ability to
manage the design (UI/UX), blockchain, and software development teams.
Products/Services: We believe that mass adoption of cryptocurrency
depends upon having a secure (not web-based), yet intuitive,
cryptocurrency exchange that bridges the legacy banking system to crypto
by incorporating quick and simple ID verification, fully decentralized
exchange (arbitrage across decentralized exchanges and partner centralized
exchanges), and supports all crypto user requirements in a single, featurerich solution. This is the Javvy crypto solution.
Technologies/Special Know-How: Javvy eliminates the need for holding
volatile cryptocurrency reserves by way of a patent pending process
involving the Javvy token (JVY). Further, the Javvy team has the unique
ability to identify and overcome the regulatory obstacles to establish
necessary banking relationships, provide intuitive user interface, and add
numerous, highly desirable features for crypto traders, including arbitrage
controls, high frequency trades, low latency, tiered fee structure, and more.
Markets: Existing crypto-savvy consumers are the, $50 billion per month
transaction volume, low-hanging fruit. As Javvy gains traction, mass
adoption will expand the market exponentially. With the advantage of
vetted trading infrastructure, Javvy will serve the crypto markets in the
same way as do online stock brokers, tapping into a potential trillion-dollar
global market annually. Javvy earns a small fee on every transaction,
regardless of market ups and downs or which cryptos gain or lose.

Distribution Channels: Website plus promotion from each crypto, token, and STO/ICO that we support. As Javvy makes it
easy for its users, they will be inclined to announce integrations and push other consumers to our wallet & exchange platform.
Competition: There are numerous wallet competitors (Eidoo, TrustWallet, EdgeSecure, Exodus, Jaxx, etc.), but they each
lack several key components of a comprehensive solution. Further, coming regulation in the US will see a mass migration
away from US-based crypto wallets. Indirect competitors would be Coinbase, Gemini, Binance, etc. However, they all lack the
security, decentralized exchange component, and app-based (mobile & desktop) infrastructure required for mass adoption.
Financial Projections (Unaudited):
Revenue
2019
EBITDA
$1,446,000

2020
$38,201,000

2021
$105,540,000

2022
$220,468,000

2023
$420,982,000

